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1. University 

 When I come to here, I really surprised because of 東華大學’s scale. My university is 

really small, so 東華大學 is like a very big park for me. This university have so many 

nature and good environment to study. Here is really quiet place, so I could concentrate on 

my study very well. I studied in here more than in Japan. I took 5 class in here 

(Accounting, Operation Management, Statistics, Business communication, and Chinese.) 

Sometime it is really hard to understand (because I am really not good at mathematics, 

but I study accounting and operation management in here), but professor and TA and my 

classmates helped me. I asked them about homework and problem in textbook. My 

English is not enough to explain what I could not understand, but they listened patiently 

to me. So I could solve my problems. It helped me not only solve my problems but also 

improvement of English proficiency. I could enjoy class in here because of them. And when 

I asked to professors whether I can get my final score early, they told me they can help 

me. I am really grateful about that. 

 

2. Friends 

 I could met so many people in here. Chinese, Indonesians, Malaysian, Spanish, 

Slovakian, African, Russian, Korean, Tuvalu, and Taiwanese.  

I am not good at communication. I sometimes afraid of that because I cannot speak so 

many things. It is difficult for me to make new friends. But from when I come to here, I 

could feel the most important thing is to try to talk even if it takes, no matter how time. 

So I tried to speak with other people, and although it is not a lot, I could make some 

friends in here. Maybe other people doesn’t care of about that, but it is very big event for 

me. My friends have different background and culture and knowledge. I could learn so 

many things from them.  

For example, my roommates are 2 Chinese and 1 Japanese. We sometimes talk about 

history between China and Japan, and Korea. First, my Chinese roommates thought 



young Japanese people doesn’t know about 南京大屠殺. But we know about that because 

we learned in our history class. Even if it is not collect information, we could say “We 

know about that” and we could talk about history which we learned in different country. 

My roommate said to me “We thought all young Japanese people doesn’t know about that 

because our teacher said that. I think young Chinese trust that” So I said “No, we learned 

about that. But I don’t know the number of victim is correct or not. We have some 

information about victim’s number. We could know about that on our textbook, but it was 

not long sentence when I learned about that. I think both of our country are hide 

something not good thing for them. It is hard to find correct information.” When I learned 

about that, I trust my textbook information because it was my knowledge’s source. But 

know, I can say to listening to other people’s opinion who came from another country is 

really important for education. Maybe my knowledge is wrong, and maybe I can know 

something new things. If I just read textbook, I cannot know about that. I think I was very 

lucky because my roommate was Chinese, and we could build up our relationship, and I 

was able to get a chance to talk about our country’s history. This experience was really 

good for me.  

And when I have to prepare for my school life in 東華大學, volunteers and OIA staffs 

always helped me. I really appreciate to their kindness. I could not enjoy my school life 

without them. I would like to return the favor someday. 

  

3. Culture 

I could know about Taiwanese culture in here. The most impressive thing is breakfast. 

In Japan, we have some restaurant which sell breakfast but it is not so many. But in here, 

there is so many shop which selling only breakfast, and it is really delicious! Of course 

lunch and dinner was delicious too. And I really like Taiwanese fruit. From come to here, I 

saw so many fruit which I have never seen before. 百香果, 番荔枝, 黃金果..so many. They 

are really tasty, and really cheap. I will recommend to my friend. 

 Before I came to here, I was little worry about Taiwanese food because food is really 

important for me. But it was unnecessary worry. Everything was good taste except for 臭

豆腐. I really cannot eat that. It was shocking smell for me. When I said that for 

Taiwanese, they said 納豆(nattou) is more shocking smell. I thought this is difference of 

culture because 納豆’s smell is not shocking for me. 

I think Taiwanese time passes so slowly. Of course this is good meaning. When I was in 

Japan, I feel time passed speedy. I cannot explain well, but I felt like that. People always 

work hard, and walk with tired face. Taiwanese (maybe especially in 花蓮), can open their 

shop when they want to work, and speak with each other very well. I think it is really 

good for health.  

And I was surprised about part time job. In Japan, almost university student work as a 

part time position. But in here (maybe it is not only Taiwan) almost my friends doesn’t 

have work experience. Even if they have experience, it was not regular. I think it is good 

for study, but I learned so many things from my part time job. I cannot say which is better, 



but I could recognize one of culture. 

 

4. Trip  

While I stay in東華大學, I could go to so many place. 鯉魚潭, 大同大禮, 台中, 台南, 墾丁, 

高雄, and 台北. I was really lucky because my friends helped me to go to so many places 

and it helps me to learn Taiwanese culture. Sometimes I ride bike or bicycle, and watched 

so many things. Taiwan has so many temple, but it is totally different from Japanese one, 

so it is interesting for me. And I could met an Aboriginal men in大同大禮. I could listen to 

his story about Taiwan of Japanese colonial era. He told me how Japan invaded to Taiwan 

by using Japanese. I thought he lost really so many things by invasion of Japan, but he 

said “I like Japan.” And he sang some Japanese song for us. I was delighted to hear of his 

story and I thought I should learn about history more and more. In addition, I'd like to 

teach other people what I've learnt in Taiwan.  

 

 

5. Summary 

When before I decided to come to here, I worried about so many things. Food, school, 

study, and friends. And I already finished my job hunting, and I got my job. When I told 

my professor that I want to go to Taiwan, he told to me 

“If you go 東華大學 and you cannot get credit, you cannot graduate university. Do you 

still want to go?”  

Because if I cannot graduate university, I cannot enter company and I have to job hunting 

again. It is not impossible, but not easy. 

If I stay in Japan, maybe I can graduate my university just write a graduation thesis and 

work as a part time job, and go to trip with some friends. Maybe it is easier to graduate 

university than study in Taiwan.  

But my answer was “Yes.” 

It seemed more attractive for me to go to Taiwan and study new things than stay in 

Japan. And now, I can say my choice was collect. Even if my Chinese still not good and my 

English still not enough to use on work, I think my choice was collect. Sometimes class 

was really difficult for me, and I cannot resolve homework by myself. But I could learn so 

many things which I will never know if I stayed in Japan, and I could met so many people 

in here. It was only half year which I can stay in Taiwan, but this experience enough to 

change my mind. Various experiences make me mature. I would like to use what I learned 

in Taiwan.  

My final university life was in Taiwan. I know I was very lucky, and this experience is like 

a treasure for me.  I will never forget about this 6months, and I will come back to 

Taiwan. I am happy because I could be student of 東華大學, and had chance study in here. 

I will tell about my experience to student who are wondering whether to go to study 

abroad. Thank you for 6months! 

 


